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MEETING NOTICE

Greetings NCMSS teammates!
We had a great June club
meeting. Thanks to all of the
Parade Ground participants
and a big shout out for our
own Darci Hoffman for her
excellent Monthly Presentation describing "Tarleton's
Charlottesville Raid”, thank
you!
Summer is in full swing
with lots of folks on the move.
I am certain we all celebrated
the 4th of July in some shape
form or fashion. I trust that
your celebration this year was
more than just a picnic, a
barbeque, parades and fireworks. I hope we all remembered to reaffirm our own
commitment to liberty and
freedom and that we reflected
on the true meaning of the

4th of July, Independence
Day. Many Americans fought
hard on behalf of our nation
and too many died to gain our
rights. Let us not forget that
we have men and women
fighting right now to keep
these rights secure. We have
much to be thankful for, may
God continue to bless the
USA!
I am happy to report that
show planning and monthly
telephone conferences continue for our 57th annual
show. As always, I amazed at
the talented folks in our club
and really appreciate all those
who are stepping up to make
the show prep happen. Lets
all keep spreading the word
on the show and keep bringing in those kits that you want
to contribute to the raffle.

Again, thanks for all the
team play as we approach
short final for our 2018
NCMSS Show (less than two
months away). I look forward
to seeing everyone at the July
club meeting.
My challenge still stands
– each of us should personally recruit a new member to
join our ranks in 2018!

who travel the show circuits.
They have begun travelling
less and upgrading their inventories and websites for online sales more.
As part of the Dispatch,
we have begun adding links
to some of the on-line outlets
now available. In some instances we’ve added links to
graphics, so all you need to
do is click on the picture and
your browser will take you to
the vendor’s website.
While a number of figure
manufacturers have their own
websites and sell kits directly
to the public, many of these
are based overseas and direct ordering can be slow,
complicated, and costly.
Some excellent U.S sources
include Last Cavalry, The Red

Lancers, and The Model Cellar (a supporter of our NCMSS
2018 Washington show).
Armand Bayardi has recently
upgraded his website to include on-line ordering for his
many products and accessories essential for staging your
figures and vignettes.
If you have any online or
“brick & mortar” hobby stores
that you would like to share,
let us know!

Paint On!!!
Burt, NCMSS C.O.

Every Fourth Wednesday

July 25, 2018
7:30-10:00 PM
Thomas Edison
High School
5801 Franconia Road
Alexandria, VA
Room E-112

PAINTER’S CLUB
July 21, Saturday
12:00-4:00 PM
Small Conf Room
Mason District Gov. Center/Police Station
6507 Colombia Pike
Annandale, VA 22003
Fairfax County.Gov

HOBBY NEWS
As with so many other
retail businesses these days,
on-line purchasing is replacing the “brick and mortar”
stores that people relied upon
in the past. Many bookstores
and hobby shops have gone
out of business as their clientele find their purchases online. I miss the ability to visit a
hobby store, browse, and chat
with fellow enthusiasts, but
such is “progress”. While I do
enjoy getting packages in the
mail, it just doesn’t have the
same appeal as walking in a
store and seeing shelves
stocked with models and supplies.
Hobby stores have not
been the only casualty of the
rise in on-line storefronts. I’ve
talked to a number of vendors

Rows of Gundam kits at our local Hobby
Works shop on Rockville Pike in Rockville. They specialize in trains, models,
games, and have lots of hobby supplies.
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CLUB NEWS
legislature. Read separate
article contained within newsletter.
Old / New Business: [20:5420:55]
1. Darci Hoffman financial
statement confirmed that
NCMSS is still solvent.
Darci to purchase renewal of club insurance policy to cover Show activities et al.
2. Burt’s intended to tour
the school layout locations earmarked for the
NCMSS Washington
Show; was OBE’d by other short coordination
sidebar discussions.
3. Grant suggested that
“folks who bring in their
postcard to Show get a
$1 discount”as an added
attendance incentive
plus serving as a check
on utility of postcards
mailed out.
4. July club meeting: J.J.
Powers discusses his
creation techniques for
his fantastic 1/12th figures + club members
present hold a “Show
postcard creation” party;
please assist.
5. Show table dimensions &
leg size for any legextenders still a major

MEETING MINUTES
27 June 2018

June MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”

WINNER

Networking & Setup [18:3019:36]
Attendees examined MOTM
exhibits & talked fun hobby
issues;
NCMSS Staff Officers conducted an extended Stand-Up
meeting addressing many
Show-related action items
(discussed in Commander’sCall column & below).
Call to Order: NCMSS C.O.
started meeting [19:37]
Parade Ground: [19:3820:01]
Jim Richey; Greg Paspatis;
David Hoffman & Burt Thompson participated this month.
Mug-of-the-Month (MOTM)
Award:
David Hoffman won June
MOTM award honors.

General Bonaparte 1797
by David Hoffman

Quarterly Swap
Meet
Held during meetings

Feb
May
Aug
Nov
Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!

Program/Special Event
[20:08-20:53]
“…. Tarleton’s Revolutionary
War raid on Charlottesville ….”
by Darci Hoffman.
A delightful tale of drama of
the highest order about the
British trying to capture Thomas Jefferson & the Virginia

issue to be resolved.
Removal of Cafeteria
lunch tables prior to “SetUp” is still critical issue
to be resolved.
7. Number of Show tables
required under development; still a critical issue
to be resolved.
8. Getting access to TEHS
“hand truck/trolly” critical issue to support Vendor-wares transport.
9. Grant will provide Show
audio system.
10. Burt’s personal business
will make $400 Show
donation for “best US
Marine” figure.
6.

Conclusion: Meeting adjourned 21:12
Attendees: Jim Richey; David
Hoffman; Darci Hoffman; Greg
Paspatis; Joe Bles; Scotte
Turner; Darla Yaun; Warren
Yaun; Robert Prokop; Burt
Thompson; Grant Berry & Tim
Stormer
Submitted by Tim Stormer,
NCMSS Adjutant
adjutanttim@gmail.com
phone: (703) 560-8904

EDITOR’S CORNER
Welcome to another issue of the NCMSS Dispatch
newsletter. This month we
have a lot of great content
and we appreciate the submissions by our members.
Keep them coming! You all
have valuable knowledge and
insights to provide and reading them certainly helps get
my own creative juices going.
Burt always mentions
getting new people to participate, and one way to do this
is to share what we do with
others. This could include
providing this newsletter to
friends and publicizing our

website through your contacts, including social media
such as Facebook. I have
seen some posts in places,
have done some myself including on Planet Figure, and
our large presence at several
recent shows is very helpful
as well. I’ve gotten good feedback from people not very
familiar with the hobby who
show new interest.
Finally, I would like to
mention we will be adding a
more regular “Hobby News”
feature and as always welcome any input from our
members and friends. If you
2

can send me just a couple
lines regarding things such as
a new company, outstanding
figure or a special hobby related event it would be appreciated and will go a long way to
keeping our readers informed.
Thanks and enjoy!

David Hoffman,
Dispatch Editor
bpchasseur@comcast.net
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CHUCK ROBINSON, IN MEMORIUM
and mail ordering from The
Red Lancers was something
most of us enjoyed over the
years. My last order from
Chuck arrived just a few
months ago.
In a 2012 interview,
Chuck said he started selling
military miniatures from his
home in 1982. “It was a hobby,” Chuck said. “I got too
many kits and I started selling
them.” In 1994 he opened
The Red Lancers store in Milton, PA, after running out of
room to conduct business out
of his home. Per Chuck, only
about 1 percent of his sales
were to walk-in customers,
with the other 99 percent
being completed online with
customers around the world.
Chuck also said he enjoyed
travelling to shows both inside
and outside of the U.S., going
to World Expo and Euro Militaire. He was in business for
36 years.
Robert Santos remembered a young Chuck as a
Santos Miniatures customer.
Chuck had mentioned he was
interested in opening a model
selling business. Robert said,
“he asked me if I minded if he
became a competitor in the
business. Of course I told him
I did not mind, mine was a
‘part time hobby sort of busi-

The National Capital
Model Soldier Society
Member benefits include:








Friendly monthly meetings where we
share our knowledge of history,
painting, and modeling
Monthly guest speakers
Painter’s Club—A monthly opportunity
to get together with other painters to
share tips and techniques
Monthly Dispatch newsletter
The NCMSS Washington Show
Affordable dues

What are you waiting for?

Welcome to the club!

We are very saddened to
report the passing this month
of Charles E. "Chuck" Robinson, proprietor of The Red
Lancers. He was a mainstay
of the hobby, a supporter of
the club, and many of us
knew him personally. Chuck
had been a vendor at countless model shows over the
years, including our own
NCMSS show. Some of us
saw him at MFCA for the last
time in May and had known
he was fighting what became
a losing battle for his health.
Chuck had become a big
part of the modeling community as the premier supplier of
figures here in the U.S. Like
many others, I looked forward
to seeing Chuck at shows
where we could view, discuss
and purchase the latest in
figure kits. His on-line store
was a pioneer for the hobby

3

Chuck Robinson in his store in 2012,
from the Milton, PA Standard-Journal

ness’. Well, he went into it full
time and grew his business
way over anything I had time
to do and we always remained friends.”
Chuck was also a mentor
to others who have ventured
into the model selling business. He was well-liked and
respected by hobbyists
around the world and his
presence will be sorely
missed. Our condolences go
out to Chuck’s family and his
many, many friends in the
hobby. —D.R.H.
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It’s so easy!
You now can join or renew your
NCMSS membership with

N C M S S S H OW N E W S
All NCMSS members are
invited to join our teleconference on the third Wednesday
of each month as we prepare
for the September show.
Watch your email for reminders and instructions on how to

phone in. For more information on what you can do to
participate, please contact
any of the NCMSS staff.
We look forward to hearing from you. Let’s make our
2018 show a huge success!

Highlights Include






Amazing exhibits
Professional Photographer taking
pictures of every entry
Raffles
Lots of vendors providing all your
modeling needs
For more info visit our website at:

NCMSSclub.org
Special thanks to the
participating clubs whose
members will help to make the
NCMSS 2018 Washington Show
the best yet...

Washington Ship Model Society

Historical Miniatures Gaming Society

Washington Armor Club

4
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EVENTS

AND

P L AC E S
defending the railroad to
Washington, D.C. Outnumbered almost three to one,
Wallace delayed Early for
an entire day at Monocacy
Junction. The battle turned
out to be a Union defeat,
but it allowed Union troops
to reach Washington in
time to strengthen the
city’s defenses. Early's
invasion eventually reached
Silver Spring and the outskirts
of the District of Columbia,
but he was unable to take the
Capital.

Monocacy National Battlefield, Frederick, MD
If you’re heading north
on Interstate 270 on your way
to Gettysburg, it would be
worth your while to make a
stop at Monocacy National
Battlefield just south of Frederick, Maryland. In 2007 the
National Parks Service
opened up a new visitor’s
center with interpretive displays and artifacts of the battle. The park has a self-guided
four-mile auto tour and walking trails. National Park Service rangers and volunteers
host battle walks, special
programs, an auto tour and
special events throughout the
summer season. The interpretive Worthington Farm Trail
allows you to walk parts of the
battlefield.
While it was not one of
the largest battles of the Civil
War, Monocacy’s importance

Visitors center electric map display of the battle.

Monocacy National Battlefield visitors center

has been recognized by historians who call it “The Battle
that Saved Washington”.
During the summer of
1864, Lee ordered Lieutenant
General Jubal Early to make
what turned out to be the
Confederacy's last invasion of
the North. Early and his
15,000 strong “Army of the
Valley” made their way north
through the fertile Shenandoah Valley, clearing out Union
forces and securing muchneeded funds and supplies
for the Confederacy. They
then passed through Frederick and went on to threaten a
largely undefended Washington DC from the north.
Grant sent two divisions
from the Army of the Potomac
to reinforce Union Major General Lew Wallace (author of
Ben-Hur: A Tale of the Christ
on which the famous movie
Ben-Hur was based) who was

The Best family farmhouse

The Worthington family home

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 0 1 8
AUG

 Aug 1-4 — IPMS-USA National Convention Phoenix, AZ
 Aug 23-26 Natl Assoc of Miniature Enthusiasts Convention, Charleston, SC
 Aug 30-Sept 2 — NOVA OPEN Tabletop Wargaming Convention, Crystal City, VA

SEPT

 (TBD) Sept — HOTS Toy Soldier, Figures, Militaria Show & Sale, Annandale, VA
 Sept 8 — 57th Annual NCMSS Washington Show & Exhibit Alexandria, VA 
 Sept 7-9 — JerseyFest Model Kit & Statue Fair Newark, NJ

OCT

 Oct 19-21 — MMSI Chicago Show Military Miniature Society of Illinois, Chicago, IL
 Oct 27-28 — Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 Oct 27 — 21st International Paper Modelers Convention Sterling, VA

NOV

 Nov 16-17 — LIMMS Long Island Miniature Collectors Society, Freeport, NY

DEC

 (TBD) Dec — HOTS Toy Soldier, Figures, Militaria Show & Sale, Annandale, VA

Click here: https://www.ncmssclub.org/upcoming-events for a more detailed Hobby Calendar on the NCMSS website. To add an
event contact Adjutant Tim Stormer at adjutanttim@gmail.com

5
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PARADE GROUND
June “Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER

June 2018
Parade Ground
Participants
Jim Richey
Greg Paspatis
Joe Bles
Burt Thompson
David Hoffman
General Bonaparte 1797
by David Hoffman

Photos by Jim Richey

JIM RICHEY
The always prolific and talented Jim Richey brought in a
nice variety of subjects, two projects he had started awhile ago
and one kit he acquired recently
at MFCA show.
I know he likes pirate figures and had done another nice
one recently. At the June meeting he brought in a couple more.
To the right is a MJ Miniatures
1/9 scale bust he has titled
“What Do You Think, Huh?”.
Done nicely in acrylics as usual,
Jim painted the coat orange to
represent a Dutch pirate. The
skull is interesting with a dagger
in the teeth!

6
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PA R A D E G RO U N D

(CONTINUED...)

JIM RICHEY

Jim brought in another swashbuckler
titled Rogue Pirate, 1670 from FeR in
1/12 scale. The monkey on his shoulder
is amazing in execution and detail.
Below him is a nemesis of any pirate,
an officer of the Royal Navy, Lt. Thomas
Pullings, 1805. The kit is
produced by Alexandros
Models in 75mm. This is
one I almost picked up at
MFCA show, but Jim beat
me to it.
Pullings is next to a
beautiful rendition of a
brass 25 pounder. Brass
guns were a rarity by 1805,
but many ships prized them
and this one even has a
name plate.
The ropes and chocks
are nicely sculpted and cast
in resin. Jim pointed out
some inaccuracies such as
the direction of planking
and location of the gun on a
top deck, but it’s still a very
impressive vignette.
Jim’s displays each
month are always something to look forward to,
and I envy his ability to focus and get a lot of obviously fun projects done, and
done very well!

7
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PA R A D E G RO U N D

(CONTINUED...)

G R E G P A S PA T I S
Greg brought in another of his
“Golden Oldies”, a Monogram Merite
figure of an American Paratrooper
from D-Day, 1944, to commemorate
the June 74th anniversary of this
important turning point in history.
The 1/32, 54mm figure was painted
by Greg in enamels many years ago
in 1972.
For those not familiar with the
Merite series, these were a very solid
series of a great variety of figures
produced in the 1960s. Usually cast
in one piece but with arms and weapons separate, they were an important
bridge into figure modeling that we
see today. They are still sought after
and can be found on E Bay.

JOE BLES
Joe, always one to bring in original and intriguing projects,
showed “Hitchhikers”. The figures are from the Master Box Ltd
Truckers series in 1/24 scale, a common car modeling scale.
Joe noted the kit only came with one piece of roll-on luggage, so
he had a friend scratch build a second.
The vignette is just missing me in my 1969 MGB convertible stopping to give them a ride!

8
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PA R A D E G RO U N D

(CONTINUED…)

BURT THOMPSON
Burt showed his work in progress of a Tamiya
WWII Russian Field Car in the diminuitive 1/48 scale,
a step up in scale from some of his 1/72 stuff!
He scratch built the shed from balsa wood and
as usual is scratch-building a nice tree using wire
and some of his other techniques he has demonstrated to the club. Looking forward to seeing this
completed for the show in September!

D AV I D H O F F M A N
Last month Dave had
brought this 200mm Pegaso
figure of General Bonaparte as
a work in progress. Almost finished with the snow still drying
he brought it in for the meeting.
Painted in oils, the large
areas proved a great challenge,
especially the cape with its
many nooks and crannies. The
cape had dried too glossy so
after masking the rest of the
figure he sprayed it with Testor’s Dullcoat. The Gold braid
was painted with Jo Sonja Gouache Acrylic and given a wash
with oils. Dave also used AK
Terrains Snow for the base that
he was very pleased with. A
very fun project from one of his
favorite eras. Darci dubbed it
“Chilled to the Bone-aparte”.
That’s a keeper!
9
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B E L L E AU W O O D , J U N E 1 9 18
With the 100th Anniversary of the
Battle of Belleau Wood in June, I thought
it appropriate to commemorate this important event, which is sometimes overshadowed by WWII’s D-Day. The Washington Post had an excellent article on
the battle and its importance, which I will
encapsulate but you can find it HERE.

“Come on, you sons of bitches, do
you want to live forever?”

Also, the Marine Corps Museum has an
excellent and very memorable display
that includes a well produced video reenactment of the battle, something not
to miss!
In April, French President Emmanuel
Macron gave the White House an oak
sapling from Belleau Wood, where, he
said, “the blood [of Americans] was
spilled to defend France.”
While small in scale compared to
the other titanic struggles of the “Great
War” such as the Somme and Verdun,
the impact on the development of the
modern American military and the Marines cannot be underestimated. Enter-

Marine officers of the 2nd Battalion, Sixth Regiment after the Battle of Belleau Wood.
(U.S. Marine Corps Photograph, National Archives.)

ing the conflict with the experience of
counter-insurgency warfare and small
scale skirmishes in Cuba and Haiti, along
with antiquated tactical concepts dating
from the last century and the Civil War,
the Marine Corps and Army gained some
valuable lessons very quickly on the brutality and efficiency of modern industrial
warfare at great cost. They also displayed the bravery and ingenuity of the

Part of a WWI exhibit at the National Museum of the Marine Corps.

American fighting man when confronting
a German army equipped with machine
guns and heavy artillery with a more
modern tactical doctrine.
Taking part were troops from the
U.S. 2nd Division, consisting of the 9th
and 23rd Infantry Regiments, along with
a brigade of U.S. Marines (5th and 6th

“For all intents and purposes, the
old warriors of the U.S. Marine
Corps were virtually wiped out.”
—George B. Clark

WWI US Marine Belleau Wood 1918
Manufactured by The Model Cellar, sculpted by Steve Leadley
This last year I completed a
1/9 scale bust from Model Cellar
of a Marine from the battle. A nice
easy kit to put together, I relied on tips from
my good friend Matt Welhauser (who did the
box art) to complete the project. This included
rubbing graphite into the helmet to get a metallic affect. The trench knife with brass
knuckles was a nice
touch as well.
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Regiments). It was fought between June
1 through June 26 and included the 3rd
Division along with some French and
British troops against five German Divisions. The battle has become a key part
of the lore of the USMC.
Some memorable Marine quotes
from the battle include Capt. Williams
saying to the retreating French, "Retreat?
Hell, we just got here." A 44-year-old
Marine sergeant named Dan Daly, who
already had two Medals of Honor from
earlier conflicts, is said to have yelled to
the men, “Come on you sons of bitches,
do you want to live forever?”
U.S. forces suffered 9,777 casualties, including 1,811 killed. It is unclear
what German casualties were, but 1,600
were captured. The French renamed the
wood "Bois de la Brigade de Marine"
("Wood of the Marine Brigade") and
awarded the Brigade the Croix de
Guerre. —D.R.H.
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Notables...

WORTHY READS
FROM THE HOFFMAN FAMILY LIBRARY

Flight From Monticello:
Thomas Jefferson at War

The Oxford U. Press describes the book as painting
“an intimate and compelling
portrait, illuminating Jefferson’s quiet conversations, his
family turmoil, and his private
hours at Monticello.” They go
on to say that “Jefferson
would be haunted his entire
life by his actions as governor,
and his career dogged by
accusations of wartime incompetence. The lessons he
learned during those dark
hours, and their larger implications, would have a profound and lasting influence
on his political thinking and
on the nature of America’s

By Michael Kranish, 388pp.
Oxford University Press, 2010
On the morning of June
4th, 1781, a patrol of British
dragoons under Captain Kenneth McLeod raced up the
mountain road from Charlottesville intending to capture
Thomas Jefferson. They were
only minutes away from Monticello when Jefferson mounted his favorite horse, Caractacus, and fled, knowing he
might never see his cherished
home again. If it had not been
For more information on the artist
and his work, visit

KeithRocco.com

Artist
Preservation Group

“...Jefferson would be
haunted his entire
life by his actions...”
for an early warning, Jefferson
would have become the most
valuable American prisoner of
the Revolutionary War.
Michael Kranish has
done a praiseworthy job of
describing Jefferson’s struggles to respond to the British
invasion of Virginia. A struggle
made all the more difficult
due to the intentional weakness of the office of Governor,
which Jefferson himself had
helped create (and would
later come to regret).

Jefferson by J. Trumbull, 1788

presidency. Flight from Monticello sheds new light on a
little known yet defining moment in Jefferson’s life, and
by extension, that of the na-

Summer Reading Fare
“The Artist Preservation Group is a gathering of
like-minded historical artists whose mission is
to...aide in the preservation and restoration of
threatened historical sites and/or artifacts.”
For more information on how you can help,
make a donation, or become a member, visit
the Artist Preservation Group website.

11

tion he would come to lead.”
Publishers Weekly was a
little more matter-of-fact, saying, “Without making his book
an open argument for the
defense, Kranish relates the
historical context and musters
the facts that absolve Jefferson of the charges against
him. It's hard to see how a
stronger case could be made.
Fluid prose makes the book
readable; solid research
makes it dependable.”
If you plan on visiting
Monticello, this book will be
an enjoyable refresher course
covering a critical time in Revolutionary War history.
— Darci H.

...from the Oct. 19, 2017 Journal of the
American Revolution interview by Michael
Tuosto
“Historian and author John Maass…
brings an element of investigative journalism to the field that is compelling. In his new
book George Washington’s Virginia, Maass
takes the reader on a tour of George Washington’s life in Virginia, including estates,
taverns, lodgings, battle fields and routes
related to Washington... The author’s original photographs of various sites and nuanced descriptions he incorporates into the
book are evidence of his dedication to a
unique approach to writing about American
history…”
Read the complete interview with Dr.
Maass at the Journal’s website HERE.
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WORTHY READS
FROM

THE

HOFFMAN FAMILY LIBRARY

The Pacific War Trilogy
I.

Pacific Crucible: War at Sea in the
Pacific, 1941-1942
II. The Conquering Tide: War in the
Pacific Islands, 1942-1944
By Ian W. Toll, W. W. Norton & Company
Last month I had reviewed Atkinson’s Liberation Trilogy regarding the
American role in the European War.
Recently I gave my time to the excellent
trilogy on the Pacific War by Ian Toll,
another favorite author. The third and
final book is not out but is expected in
the fall. Much of the focus here is on the
naval campaign, which is Toll’s specialty.
I had originally read his great book on
the American frigates of the War of 1812
(see below), so I was looking forward to
reading these and was not disappointed.
Of the Pacific Crucible, Michael
Beschloss wrote, “Toll has an affinity for
the detailed narrative of military conflict
and for capsule portraiture of key personalities both high-ranking and low.
Here, his effort to provide historical
recognition where it is due extends to the
subject of the Pacific War itself, which —
even as it was unfolding, and certainly
now — has too often been eclipsed by
the struggle against Hitler and Mussolini

in Europe and North Africa.”
The Conquering Tide picks up
where Pacific Crucible left off and provides a gripping narrative of the central
Pacific campaign. James D. Hornfischer,
(author of Neptune’s Inferno: The U.S.
Navy at Guadalcanal) calls The Conquering Tide “A lucid and learned exposition
of the grand chess match between high
commanders in the middle years of the
Pacific War, vividly evoking the grit and

Six Frigates: The Epic History of the Founding of the U.S. Navy
By Ian W. Toll, 560 pp, W. W. Norton & Company, 2006
I really enjoyed this book, being an aficionado of the era of “wooden ships and iron
men”. I was fascinated by his in depth description of the building, design and campaigns of
these important ships that were revolutionary at the time,
faster than a Ship of the Line but more powerful than the
average frigate of the time. They helped establish the U.S.
Navy as force to be reckoned with. Everything including harvesting the oak in the swamps of the Carolinas, the background of the design and political background is described in
detail, along with the actions and bravery of the men who
fought in them.
Six Frigates was the
winner of the 2007 Samuel Eliot Morison Award, the 2007 William E. Colby
Award, and was listed as a NY Times "Editor's
Choice."
The New York Times said, “This first book by
Toll...is a fluent, intelligent history of American military policy from the early 1790s, when Congress
commissioned six frigates to fight the Barbary pirates, through the War of 1812. [The] book’s real
value, and the pleasures it provides, lies in Toll’s
grasp of the human dimension of his subject…The
battle depictions are worthy of Patrick O’Brian…”
12

gristle of its many horrors and triumphs.
Painting the picture from both sides from
Guadalcanal to Guam, the narrative is
ambitious in scope and masterfully
paced, its portraiture framed in highest
resolution with both zoom and wide angle lenses. Ian W. Toll is a superb historian whose writing appeals to both the
head and the heart.”
Like Atkinson, Toll interweaves personal stories and anecdotes with the big
picture and larger strategic movements
going on. He also brings to light more of
the unsung heroes of the war that had a
pivotal impact on the final outcome,
including the naval cryptographers in
Honolulu and their vital contribution to
…Toll is a superb historian
whose writing appeals to both
the head and the heart.

the victory at Midway. I was also impressed with his insights on the nature
of our enemy the Japanese, and the
relative strengths and weaknesses of
both sides, to include culture, psychology
and strategic approach. It wasn’t just
about industrial capacity but about the
will to win, which was one of the reasons
this war was so brutal. Toll does not hesitate to focus on the cruelty and tragedy
of what happened, which I feel is a requirement of good military history as
history is not just about the movements
and decisions of the time but is more
importantly learning about the people
that lived it.—DRH
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THE IMPERIAL ROMAN LEGION
by Mike Thomas
The Roman legion was a unique entity in
the ancient world. Indeed, it’s like was probably not seen again until the Army of France
under Napoleon evolved the concept of the
independent ‘all-arms’ division – a formation
that contained all the elements required for
an unit to operate successfully detached from
the main army.

patra were decisively defeated and Octavius
(soon to be renamed as Augustus) became
the undisputed ruler of the Roman world. One
of his first tasks was to reorganise the Roman
military. There were some 60 legions that had
fought on both sides. Since Augustus was
now paying for them, he needed to get these
numbers down to a more reasonable level,
“Northern Virginia Gamers (NOVAG) is one of
the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area's
oldest and most respected hobby gaming
organizations. Started in 1986, we have
consistently provided a focal point for gamers
in the Capital area for almost three decades.”

The original meaning of “century”
was an area of land that would
support 100 families.

For more info on Northern Virginia Gamers,
visit their website at NOVAG.org

The legion was composed of sub-units,
known as cohortae (cohorts), which were
themselves made up of smaller units, the
centuria (centuries). These in turn were further broken down into an 8-man “squad”,
called a contubernium (literally, “with the
trumpet”). The actual number and composition of some of these units and sub-units
changed over time. Early Rome had only two
legions, each commanded by a consularis

HMGS JOIN TODAY

Centurion & Aquilifer by Jean-Michel Girard

Centurion and Optio by by Angel Garcia Pinto

(consul) but as more and more territory was
conquered, and more wars were fought, so
the number of legions was increased. By the
time of the Punic Wars (3rd-2nd CBC) up to
30 or more legions would be fielded.
In 30 BC the last battle of the civil wars
that had been raging for most of a century
was fought, the naval action at Actium. The
forces of Marcus Antonius and Queen Cleo-

whilst maintaining the strength of the army to
defend (and possibly extend) the empire.
Eventually, 28 legions were established, together with some 300 regiments of auxiliary
soldiers, drawn from throughout the empire.
This gave a total of some 300,000 men in all.
Its name suggests that the century
should contain 100 men. In fact, we know
that the number of soldiers was 80 (not
counting officers). The original meaning of
“century” was an area of land that would
support 100 families. At some stage someone decided that 100 men was too large a
body to command in battle, so the number
was reduced. In the early days the man who
commanded the century was chosen by the
members of the century themselves. By the
time of at least Gaius Iulius Caesar, however,
this was a rank of some importance and was
generally held by an individual who had risen
through the ranks and proved himself in battle. The centurio (centurion) was now a professional soldier, the backbone of the legion.
The rank of centurion was an odd one
and is not easily related to modern practice.
They seem to have been a mixture of junior
NCOs as well as quite senior officers, for example the Primus pilus (literally, “first spear”).
The cohorts were formed by grouping the
centuries together. The first cohort had five
centuries of ‘double strength’, while the re13
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THE IMPERIAL ROMAN LEGION
(CONTINUED…)

maining nine cohorts each held six centuries.
This gave a total of 59 centurions. We know
that the five centurions of the 1st cohort (the
centuria in ordo) had a hierarchy of rank (in
descending order: primus pilus, princeps,
hastatus, princeps posteria, hastatus posteria). The rank structure in the remaining
cohorts is less clear. We know the ranks
(pilus posterior and prior, princeps posterior
and prior and hastatus posterior and prior)
but how a centurion was promoted through

tunics, which went from the shoulders to the
hem. The first named had broad stripes, while
the other five had narrow purple stripes. In
fact, over 150 different ranks and positions
within the legion have been established. One
of the most important of these was the Praefectus Castrorum. He was the senior ranked
officer after the legatus and was responsible
for supply. He was, in other words, the senior
professional soldier and usually held the rank
for a year before retirement.
The ranks in the auxiliary units were
broadly similar, certainly as far as the infantry
units are concerned. A cavalry troop was commanded by a decurion (around 30 horsemen). An auxiliary unit would be commanded
by a praefectus.
Taken together, the paper strength of a
legion would be around 5,500 men. Except
when a legion was freshly raised, this is unlikely ever to have been the norm. Although
Roman soldiers had a longer life expectancy
than civilians, the average was around 45
years. In such a large body of men, there
were bound to be deaths from accidents or
disease and losses through battle or desertion. One of the writing tablets recovered from

“The Washington Ship Model Society (WSMS)
was founded in 1929 and is the oldest continuously active ship model club in the United
States. The organization is composed of active
ship model enthusiasts from the Greater
Washington, DC, Metropolitan Area. Its purpose is to provide a socially enjoyable means
for serious shipmodelers to meet, share, and
expand upon their common avocation through
the exchange of ideas
and knowledge.”
For more info, visit the
Washington Ship Model
Society’s website at
DCShipModelSociety.org

Cornicen on Trajan’s Column

these ranks is not well understood at present.
This arrangement was a hang-over from the
days of early Republican legions, when centuries were tactically grouped into pairs, known
as manipularii – literally “handfuls” - and
each maniple was commanded by the senior
(‘prior’) centurion
There were other junior officers within
the legion. The optio was second-in-command
of the century. The signifer carried the signum
of the century and functioned as the century’s banker. The tesserarius was responsible
for the password. Orders on the battlefield
were passed by means of a horn, carried by
the cornicen. These ranks were so for each
century but there were still more ranks that
were peculiar to the cohort or legion. Thus,
there was a senior physician (the medicus)
who ranked and was paid as a centurion. He
was assisted by medical orderlies (the capsarii). There were also beneficiarii, men who
were seconded to staff duties. The legion also
had a detachment of 120 cavalry, who functioned as escort for the legion commander
(the legatus legionis) and for carrying messages. The legion commander was assisted
by a small staff, the tribunes. The senior man
was known as a tribunus laticlavius and there
were five more junior officers, the tribunii
augusticlavii. These staff officers were distinguished by the width of the stripes on their

The secret of the success of the
Roman army was in discipline ...
the auxiliary fortress at Vindolanda, for example, shows that a 1000-strong (nominal) auxiliary unit that was stationed there only had an
actual establishment of soldiers fit for duty of
around 75% of the paper strength. It has
been calculated that to replace this natural
‘wastage’, the empire had to raise the equivalent of one new legion every year in terms of
numbers – and that was in peacetime!
The legion also contained engineers,
artillerymen, surveyors, blacksmiths, carpenters, signalmen, intelligence specialists (i.e.
torturers), a priesthood, etc. There were some
centurions whose function was to train others. We can see this in the careers of some of
these men, who would be posted to legion
after legion. One man served in half the legions of the army before his death.
The secret of the success of the Roman
army was in discipline (sometimes quite savagely enforced) and training. Roman legions
could often defeat enemy forces much more
numerous than they were because of this.
The legion, properly handled by an intelligent
commander, could defeat almost any
“barbarian” army. — Mike Thomas
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“The Miniature Figure Collectors of America
(MFCA) was founded in 1941. The MFCA holds
monthly meetings and sponsors the oldest and
largest show for historical, toy, and collectable
figures in the United States. Our members are
interested in miniature figures of all sizes.
…[though we emphasize] figures depicting
characters from history, especially military
history, figures from fantasy, fiction, and
legend are also represented.”

For more info on Miniature Figure Collectors of
America, visit their website at MFCAShow.com
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KIT INSPECTION
Review by Mike Thomas

Evocatus (III), Marcomannic Wars,
ca. 170 AD
Manufacturer: Alexandros Models
Size/Scale: 54mm
Designer: Adriano Laruccia
Order code: SPQR/103

The Marcomannic Wars were a series of
conflicts fought during the reign of Marcus
Aurelius between the Roman Empire and
Germanic tribes. The latter were attempting
to move westwards across the Rhine and the
Romans were determined to stop them. It is
this conflict that was depicted in the film
“Gladiator” – although much of the equipment shown there was woefully inaccurate.
This kit forms another in a large series of
figures depicting the
armies of Rome from
the capable hands of
this sculptor. The kit
parts are finely cast
with virtually no cleaning up required. This
miles is depicted wearing lorica segmentata
armour of the ‘Newstead’ pattern, which is
more suited to the period of the Marcomannic
wars (late 2nd CAD) than the earlier Corbridge types, although there was a considerable overlap in service between the two vari-

ants. What is slightly unusual is
that the figure is shown bareheaded with a piece of cloth
wrapped around as padding
beneath the helmet. I cannot
recall having seen this before.
This fellow is obviously on campaign. His shield is covered with
a leather cover and he is protected against the German weather
by a thick cloak. He is also
shown wearing a manica armguard on the right arm. This
piece of kit was almost certainly
derived from the armour worn by
some types of gladiators in the
arena.
As with many of Laruccia’s
offerings, some care and thought
are necessary when assembling
the parts. The head can be added to the cloak but in any event,
the cloak’s inside surface will
have to be painted before it is
added to the upper body, otherwise it will be impossible to
paint. Likewise, the rear of the figure and for
the same reason. Also, some care will be
needed when securing the helmet into position as there is little enough to hold it. There
are no instructions with the kit, although the
painted figure shown on the box is perfectly
adequate to show what-goes-where.
One of the characteristics of the work of
Laruccia is that inaccuracy can never be levelled at him – his research is always spot-on.
Here, for example, he has shown the shoulder
hinges to the armour, which were quite different from those fitted to the Corbridge armour,
being larger and with a triangular fret in the
centre. Similarly, the manica arm-guard
plates are shown overlapping in the correct
way – all too often they are modelled the
wrong way around.
As mentioned above, there are other kits
from this source that also depict soldiers
from this period and
presented together
they would make a
nice little vignette. The
title here of “Evocatus”
shows that this soldier
is a veteran who has
already completed his
16 years of service
and has been recalled to the army, probably
due to manpower shortages. He would be
liable for a further seven years of service as
an evocatus.
Highly Recommended. —MT

One of the characteristics of the
work of Laruccia is that inaccuracy
can never be levelled at him...
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KIT INSPECTION
Review by Mike Thomas

Phone: (570) 742-8118

The Red Lancers

Centurio, Legio VIII, 52BC
Manufacturer: Alexandros Models
Size/Scale: 54mm
Designer: Adriano Laruccia
Order code: SPQR/65
So, ‘another’ centurion? Yes, there are
quite a few officers of this rank in past offerings (mostly under the now-defunct “Soldiers”
label) in the output of this sculptor. However,
in every case Laruccia has given us a different slant for each model. This one is no exception. It is dated to the period we know as
“Caesar’s Gallic Wars”, which were fought
between 58 and 50 BC and resulted in ‘Gaul’
(as the Romans called it; all of modern
France and a part of Germany) becoming one
of the possessions of Rome – at that time
Rome was still, nominally at least, a Republic.
Using the pretext that the Gauls broke a treaty they had made with Rome, Iulius Caesar
waged a quite illegal war of conquest (only
the Senate of Rome could declare a war).
Today we would probably say that what resulted was a genocide. Estimates vary but it is
thought that anything between a quarter and
a half million Gauls were killed or starved to
death.
The title of the model is given as being a
member of legio VIII. This legion was raised by
Caesar and fought for him not only in the war
against the Gauls but also in the civil war
16

against the followers of Pompeius Magnus.
They were disbanded in 46-45 BC but were
re-raised by Octavian and became legio VIII
Augusta under the Empire. Their later service
seems to have
been mainly in the
eastern Gaul and
eastern Europe.
There are 12 individual castings in
this white metal
kit (one of which
is the base). Adriano Laruccia (the
sculptor of this
model), of course,
is no stranger to
those of us who
are interested in
the soldiers of
Rome. As with all his other offerings, the castings here are made to a very high standard.
Fit of the parts is
excellent with only
a minimum of
cleaning up required. The man is
shown in an action pose, obviously in battle. He
is equipped with a
bronze cuirass
(don’t be tempted
to paint this as
though made of
iron, Roman
smiths could not
work sheets of
iron this large), bronze greaves and an oval
shield. The sword is interesting, as Laruccia
has chosen to equip him with the long slender Pompeii-type sword, rather than the shorter Mainz version, which is appropriate for the
period stated.
The real oddity here, however, is the
helmet. It looks rather like some of the Gladiator helmets, although lacking the face mask.
Officially it’s known as an ‘Attic’ type, showing
heavy Greek influences and possibly modelled on the Boetian type of helmet. Either
way, it is something completely different and
makes the figure an interesting addition to
the Laruccia corpus, despite it being yet another centurion. The kit also includes a couple of staves used to make a palisade around
a camp. It seems unlikely that these were
used as a sort of fence; rather, they were
used in threes to make a 3D cross shape and
then these were roped together to make a
formidable barrier.—MT
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… F E E L I N ’ A BI T RU S T Y. . .
BY

TIM STORMER

NOTE: I had promised David Hoffman an
article on something since he took over
the Dispatch Editor duties ….. Well, finally here is one …. Sorry, but I (and my
wife) are still experiencing some serious
health problems that greatly impact my
modeling activity capability …..
Shiny & pristine is nice, weathered
neat BUT rust rules!!!!! Making rusty
scale models of things is fun…cars,
trucks, equipment, tanks, aircraft…and
yes, even a figure….
In keeping with my penchant for
creating “weird” scale models, I finally
began to render the first of my six
1/12th scale resin figure kits of old Atmospheric Diving Suits (ADS) planned for
a diorama to be entitled “Under Pressure….from the Past…!!!”. My six figure
kits (acquired from Futuristic Models)
represent actual ADS designs ranging
from an early 1882 French design up
through a 1937 German design…. I just
bought all of the available kits… not for
any particular era -or- unique design
functionality….., just because they were
available & in my favorite 1/12th scale.
I plan to render each of them using a bit
different finishing technique (1 a plain
weathered steel; one aluminum alloy;
the ‘rust bucket’ discussed here; and 3
variously-colored versions) posing them
as a group display that you might see in
a museum type location visited by the
public….we shall see.
I also hope to do up another article
on this finished diorama for the NCMSS
Dispatch e-newsletter once all of the
other figures are completed & I have
finalized my display concept.

An ADS is a small one-person articulated anthropomorphic submersible
which resembles a suit of armor, with
elaborate pressure joints to allow articulation while maintaining an internal pressure of one atmosphere. The ADS can
be used for very deep dives of up to
2,500 feet (currently) and supporting
multiple hour work operations, and eliminates the majority of physiological dangers associated with deep diving: the
occupant need not compress or decompress, there is no need for special gas
mixtures, and there is no danger of decompression sickness or nitrogen narcosis. Divers do not even have to be skilled
swimmers.
The atmospheric diving suit design
means that the diver enters the suit at
the surface (one atmosphere of pressure), then is completely sealed up to
become a ‘submersible’ vessel. Once
entering into the sea depths, the diver
can be lowered to incredible sea depths
where the sea pressures can be immense, yet the diver still experiences

DOING THE FIGURE
Anyway, back to my figure… this one
is the Harry L. Bowdoin ADS circa 19141928, although this version was still
being used in 1931. Whilst eventually
being used in
performance of
the delineated
tasks above,
Bowdoin originally designed
his suit to pursue long lost
gold bullion
and other lost
treasures from
sunken vessels
thought to lay
Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

dormant well below the depth easily
achievable by other diver mechanisms at
that time. No reports of successful treasure discovered.
As seen by the kit paper illustration
(Figure 1), the parts (Figure 2), followed
by the assembled kit (Figure 3); this ADS
17

only 1 atmosphere of pressure throughout his work shift (unlike the ‘hard-hat’
diver -or- the SCUBA diver who would
experience the varying pressures at different depths up to the depth that could
damage the unprotected body). The ADS
diver finally returns to the surface and
can immediately debark from the ADS
without fear of the ‘bends’ or having to
undergo tedious stages of decompression (whereas the ‘hard-hat’ & SCUBA
divers must rise to intermediate depths
& then remain there for determined time
periods to work the nitrogen out of their
blood stream before rising to another
shallower interim depth, repeating this
procedure) until eventually reaching the
surface and being removed from their
diving equipment. Incredible to imagine
that these sample scale kits of ADS were
actually designed, constructed & used to
do many commercial deep-diving chores
way back when..… current commercial
divers still use a variety of ADS to tackle
some of their assignments dependent
upon their assigned operational depths
in addition to using SCUBA & ‘hardhat’
equipment. A commercial diver is a professional who is paid to go underwater to
do specific tasks, among them, construction, retrieval, maintenance, inspection,
welding, repairs, deep sea scientific exploration, and photography. The majority
of them currently support the oil & gas
industries.
has several limited points of articulation as well as very limited visibility, was lowered & hoisted from the
surface tender using a hook mechanism located on the ADS helmet
top, with an air supply/communications hose also
running from the surface. This ADS
was successfully tested to 400 feet
unmanned & to 200+ feet
manned. When inside his suit, Mr.
Bowdoin, through the manipulation
of gears and levers, can move his
arms, legs and body freely to almost any angle and with clawed
hands, so constructed as to record
sensitivity, he can pick up even very
small objects without damaging them.
Two flood lights mounted on the helmet
sides assisted Bowdoin in seeing ~25
feet away IF the water was reasonably
clear.
I had decided to render the Bowdoin
suit as a long lost “rust bucket” that had
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… F E E L I N ’ A BI T RU S T Y. . . ( C O N T I N U E D )
spent decades under the seas (no, no
skeleton or such included, just a reflection that maybe it fell overboard & was
never recovered) Plus it provided an
opportunity to play with ‘rust’ rendering
techniques. I ignored a bit of undocumented data recently discovered that
alluded to aluminum also being used
along with steel in this particular ADS
construction (no data on which parts
were constructed out of aluminum,
which would corrode or dull, but not
rust).

type of real metal-infused materials activated to become actual rust; just picked
this one since I could grab it at a local
home paint store without having to order
it via the internet.

Applying the Primer
Application of the primer was
straightforward, if not cumbersome. This
stuff is a rather thick consistency & directions state it is NOT to be thinned.
You stir it up … forever it seemed … to
get rid of the lumps & combine with liquid, you then could roll it on (used in
larger home applications, not for figures)
-or- plain brush it on. Additionally, you
can airbrush it on (although it must be
via a HVLP system (so in this method you
do thin paint with water …. who knew?)).
Luckily, I intended to use a cheap ‘chip
brush’ (means you can use it once, then
throw it away) rather than doing any airbrushing (since I have totally sold off all
of my airbrushing equipment & supplies
anyway). You do 2 time-spaced applications (Figure 4a & 4b) 30 minutes apart;
then let primer dry 24 hours+ or so to

Figure 5a

Figure 5b

Applying the Rust Activator

ensure a solid dry base for the next
steps…. Decent enough coverage resulted BUT very small details could be in
jeopardy of being preserved …. Ah, the
joy of working in 1/12th scale!!

Finally came the application of the
‘rust-activating’ liquid over the mostlydried metal paint using a ‘spritzer’ bottle
(you can also use a ‘chip brush’ or HVLP
‘airbrushing’ device if you have access to
such a device). While the rust paint will
slowly turn into actual real rust on its
own over an extended period due to its
own natural exposure to the elements,
this activator greatly accelerates this
timeframe beginning within a couple of
hours & continuing over a couple of days
or more; you can arrest this rusting process at any stage by the application of
the final sealer if you decide enough is
enough. I chose not to initially use the
sealer.
**CAUTION!** This rust activator
stuff is very toxic & must be treated with
respect (no vapor inhaling, no splashing
of body parts particularly the eyes) SO I
covered my whole body (mostly the
arms) & wore a respirator for this step +
sealed up my hobby door to my house
proper.

Applying the Oxidizing Metal Paint

By The Way 1

Harry L. Bowdoin diving suit, 1931

Searching for that Perfect Rust
I have been searching for various
‘rust effects products’ (a la using rusty
paint colors -or- pastel chalks to create a
rusty base coverage, sealed & followed
by use of the ‘rubber cement’ technique,
the ‘salt technique’, the ‘hairspray technique’, the ‘RUSTALL’ technique, or my
usual ‘pastel chalk/baking soda’ technique) in tandem with some form of regular painted surface effect coverage (like
metallic or other color rattle can paints),
etc.
However, I came across an interesting material: Modern Masters ‘Metal
Effects Kits’ and purchased some to try
out. I bought their special Metal Effects
Primer (has acid resisting acrylic paint) in
a rusty brown color; their Oxidizing Metal
Effects Paint in a gray color, their Rust
Activator liquid looking like Windex and
their Permacoat Xtreme Sealer which
dries clear. NOTE: They also have ‘blue
patina’ & green patina’ effects to represent various aged brass/bronze & copper finishes. Of interest, rather than
being a rust-like representation, this
stuff produces actual rust. I found several manufacturers also producing this

making adventuresome layer)…..see the
spotty results after the approximately 1.5
hour recommended application (Figure
5a & 5b). By the way, this paint contains
actual micro-ground real metal particles,
hence the heavy gray color.

Figure 4b

Figure 4a

The next application of the oxidizing
metal paint layer was really a chore and
did not play nice ….. this stuff was equally thick requiring yet another laborious
round of stir & mix forever; but also quite
miserable to then brush it on. It either
glopped up, spottily sticking -or-else
spread thin streaks with little to no real
application control. Again you do two
time-spaced coats trying to get coverage
over the entire ADS (30 minutes between coats; then dry for about 60
minutes before proceeding to the rust18

YIKES!!!! BUMMER!!!! You are supposed to just ‘spritz’ the paint coat with
numerous ‘light mist’ coats to ensure
complete subject coverage which then
initiates the rust activating cycle; then sit
back & watch the magic happen. You
are cautioned not to oversaturate your
subject. Unfortunately, my spritzer bottle
actually acted like a ‘squirt bottle/hose’
instead, thereby blasting the ADS with
way too much liquid per spray (Figure 6a
& 6b). Sadly, I was already committed
with the ‘spritzer bottle’ technique una-
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… F E E L I N ’ A BI T RU S T Y … ( C O N T I N U E D )
By The Way 2
YES, my wife is the one with a
“horrible allergy-to-paint” (why I do my
pastel chalk powder renderings whenever possible), BUT I just had to try out this
material … SO I sealed up my hobby
room door & opened up all my windows
to reduce the smell & I used a respirator
during application (… I really did not notice any strong odors emanating from
the room post application….SWEET!!!!!!)
Figure 6a

Figure 6b

By The Way 3

ble to switch techniques mid-stream. (Ah
well, all for the sake of science, eh?) I’m
now in search of a true ‘misting’ spritzer
bottle for any future experiments.
I periodically checked on the rusting-in-progress at about 3 hours (Figures
7a, 7b) then at about 18 hours (using
flash, Figures 8a, 8b) (not using flash
Figures 9a, 9b).

My wife kindly reminded me to maybe have some test pieces available to
practice different techniques before attacking the real project……HA!!! Of
course she is correct BUT I got too excited & just ran straight to the figure itself
& application of this new product.

areas & to hopefully add some additional
interesting color variations, I colored the
surface-hose remnant a gray shade (I
drilled out the end to resemble a hose), I
rust-treated the faceplate windows, inserted the plastic ‘glass’, then mounted
them into the ADS body; I inserted the
scratched flood light lens into the helmet
mounted frames, pinned a foot to a W-I-P
wooden base until I finish the other 5
figures; then declared this attempt a very
minor victory. I am going to watch what
happens to the ongoing rusting development cycle since I did not seal the figure
up to stop it.

Applying a Sealer
You can cover the figure with the
Permacoat Xtreme Sealer to stop the
oxidizing effects progression and/or to
protect the surface finish IF possibly
touching it frequently; the rust is real &
could easily be rubbed off. A caution
from online users was that this overcoat
might drastically darken the rust patina
…… not sure IF I desired that …. SO since
my figure will not be touched once on
display, I chose to initially leave it uncoated.

Figure 7a

Figure 7b

Figure 8a

Figure 8b

Figure 9a

Figure 9b

Final Assessment
What emerged from these procedures was a mixture of SUCCESS & FAILURE ….. the figure exhibits some great
areas reflecting rusting in varying stages
of development, nice color ranges
(although probably need colors to reflect
older darker style of well-formed ancient
rust effects…but I liked the orange
shades too) & different texture ranges as
well BUT also showed very spotty rust
coverage & a total lack of control over
where these effects occur or are desired
(unlike the more specific ‘rubber cement’, ‘salt’ or ‘hairspray’ application
techniques … more on these techniques
later in my diorama development). The
figure kits were pricy BUT not outrageous
($75-80) … I am considering purchasing
a replacement figure now that I have
some better hands-on experiences… we
shall see!!!
I also intend to keep experimenting
a bit with some ‘pastel powder chalks’
application in select areas to address
the lack of real-rust coverage in some
19

My completed Bowdoin ADS

Best of all, my Bowdoin ADS now
awaits completion of the other five figures to join it in a final salute to the human innovative spirit & the application of
it (no pun intended).
Either way, I do NOT recommend
these materials for use in our kind of
figure modeling …. It would just not work
on much smaller scale figures & lacks
any desired placement control. Maybe it
can be used on larger home projects like
doing a 1:1 scale door, large house numbers, maybe a picture frame…. However,
I do intend to possibly try it out on one of
my 1:12th scale automobiles / motorcycles or a dollhouse scene projects, etc.
BUT, I shall return to my more tried-andtrue pastel chalks technique to render
my future figures, RUSTY -OR- NOT.
—Tim Stormer
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TARLETON’S CHARLOTTESVILLE RAID TOUR
PRESENTATION

BY

DARCI HOFFMAN

Last year David and I took a historical tour hosted by the Civil War Education Association and American History
Forum. The tour was described as following “the June 1781 path of Lt. Colonel
Banastre Tarleton and his dragoons from
Hanover County, through Louisa and on
to Charlottesville as
they raced westward
to surprise the Virginia government
only to be ultimately
foiled by a young
rebel captain on a
fast horse”
Our tour guide
was Dr. John Maass,
a native of Virgina
and author of severDr. John Maass
al books on the Revolutionary War time
period. He is currently a historian at the
U.S. Army Center of Military History in
Washington, D.C.
The morning of April 8, 2017 was
pleasant as our comfortable little tour
bus took US Hwy
1 north out of
Richmond. As we
approached our
first stop, Dr.
Maass discussed
the time period
leading up to the events covered by the
tour. (Note: During the tour I did not take
notes of Dr. Maass’s narrative and consequently. I’ve supplemented this article
with research “after the fact.”)

Historical Background
 April 18, 1780 – Virginia Governor
Thomas Jefferson succeeds in moving
Virginia’s capital from Williamsburg to
Richmond
 September – Benedict Arnold defects to the British
 January 1781 – Benedict Arnold invades Virginia with about 1,600 troops
 March – Major
General William
Phillips takes
command of
Arnold’s forces in
Virginia
 April – Phillips
and Arnold
launch a major
campaign up the
James River,
Thomas Jefferson by
Mather Brown, 1786
taking Williams-

















burg and Petersburg. They threaten
Richmond.
Lt.-General Cornwallis writes Phillips
saying he will leave the Carolinas and
combine forces in Virginia.
May 10 – The Virginia legislature votes
to reconvene in
Charlottesville.
May 13 – Phillips
dies of disease in
Petersburg as
Cornwallis arrives.
Benedict Arnold
sails back to New
York, leaving Cornwallis as the sole
Cornwallis by
Thomas Gainsborough
leader of about
7000 troops.
May 24 – Cornwallis moves his army
across the James River to the estate
of Mary Willing Byrd in Westover.
Cornwallis rests for two days, drawing
up battle plans against the Virginia
militia and the Marquis de Lafayette in
Richmond.
Lafayette, vastly outnumbered, retreats towards Fredericksburg, leaving
the citizenry in a panic.
Cornwallis pursues Lafayette
June 1 – Cornwallis arrives at Tile’s
Ordinary near Cook’s Ford on the
North Anna River
The Queen’s Rangers ride north of the
North Anna River on reconnaissance.
They capture dispatches and learn
that Jefferson and the legislature are
in Charlottesville.
Cornwallis contemplates his next
move and decides to change plans.
1. He sends John Graves Simcoe and
his Queen’s Rangers to destroy
Baron von Steuben’s supply depot
at Point of Fork.
2. He orders Banastre Tarleton to
Charlottesville to stop Jefferson and
the Virginia legislature before they
can act.

North Anna River
Tour Stop 1. North Anna Civil War
Battlefield Park—Verdon Road (Rt. 684)
out of Doswell
Tarleton, with one hundred and
eighty dragoons and seventy mounted
infantry of the 23rd Regiment under the
command of Captain Champagne, left
Cornwallis’s army before dawn on June
3rd, 1781. Tarleton crossed Cook’s Ford
on the North Anna and rode west on
Verdon Road (Route 684) to Brown’s
20

Cornwallis had originally ordered the
71st Regiment of Foot (Fraser's
Highlanders) to accompany Tarleton,
but the Regiment’s officers lodged a
formal protest stating their unwillingness to serve
under Tarleton
referencing his
conduct at the
Battle of
Cowpens, where
the other battalion of the 71st
was defeated by
the Colonials.
Cornwallis decided to send the
Lieutenant-Colonel
71st Regiment
Banastre Tarleton by
with colonel
Sir Joshua Reynolds
Simcoe instead.
Ordinary in western Hanover Count
where it meets Route 738. The building
no longer stands.

Dr. Maass with hand-painted map of the area. At each
tour stop he used the map as an effective visual aid.

Tarleton then rode south through
Scotchtown, where he might have taken
a brief rest and watered his horses.

Scotchtown
Tour Stop 2. Patrick Henry’s Scotchtown historical site—16120 Chiswell Ln,
Beaverdam, VA 23015
The sign on Scotchtown’s main
building states it was constructed in
1719, but in reality it was probably build
between 1725 and 1750. (There is actually no record of Dolley Madison residing
at this location, but she probably visited
relatives here.)
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the Commonwealth of Virginia had voted
in 2008 to rename the bridge in Captain
Teal’s honor. It’s good to know that people like me will see his bridge, look up
his story, and in that small way his sacrifice will continue to be remembered.

Scotchtown reconstructed kitchen building (upper left);
main building rear entrance; the well which was probably
covered by a wooden structure in 1781

South Anna River
Tour Stop 3. Ground Squirrel Bridge
—Intersection of the South Anna River
and the Mountain Road (US Route 33)

Scotchtown ca. 1930

Scotchtown was the 1771-1778
home of Patrick Henry during the time he
gave his famous “Give me liberty or give
me death” speech. At 93 ft by 35 ft, it’s
one of the largest 18th-century homes to
survive in the Americas. Henry moved to
Williamsburg about two years after being
elected (in 1776) as the first governor of
Virginia, so he wasn’t there when Tarleton rode through on June 3, 1781.

Capt. John Robert Teal (USA) Bridge sign (top); Ground
Squirrel Bridge boat ramp, a few hundred yards (?) upstream of the original South Anna River crossing area.

Scotchtown main building, April 2017

Unfortunately, visiting the museum
was not part of the tour. We plan to go
back to spend time there some day.

Scotchtown main building entryway.

During this stop on the tour I regretted not taking notes, mainly because I
could not verify if Tarleton had to cross
the river here of if he simply hooked up
with the Mountain Road (US Route 33)
nearby on the other side. Other than
being a crossroads, not much happened
here in 1781 except for the fact that
Tarleton began heading west-north-west
along the Mountain Road from this point.
This stop, however, was also important
for events that happened in our century.
As a matter of habit, I take photographs of the signage at any historical
place we visit. This allows me to later
read the signs/billboards at my leisure
and it helps me identify when & where
pictures were taken. While I was preparing this presentation I noticed that I had
taken a picture of the sign on the bridge
at Tour Stop 3. The sign read “Capt. John
Robert Teal (USA) Bridge. I found that
21

Army Captain John R. Teal
Died October 23, 2003 serving during Operation Iraqi Freedom.
31, of Mechanicsville, Va.; assigned to 2nd Brigade, 4th Infantry
Division, Fort Hood, Texas; killed Oct.
23 when an improvised explosive
device exploded by his convoy in
Baqubah, Iraq.
Capt. John R. Teal loved traveling, swimming, the Dave Matthews
Band and Frank Sinatra. "He was the
kind of guy that no one could say
anything bad about," said Frank
Boehling, who graduated with Teal
from high school in Virginia and in
1994 from Virginia Military Institute.
Teal, 31, who was based at Fort
Hood, Texas, and worked as a medical officer with the 4th Infantry Division, was killed Oct. 23, when a mine
exploded outside Baqouba, Iraq. His
mother, Emmie Teal, of Montpelier,
Va., said her son spent his final days
helping sick children and meeting
with Iraqi citizens. Even with all his
interests, "the military was his life,"
said his father, Joseph Teal.
(...from the Military Times “Honor the
Fallen” page. Arlington Cemetery
also has a page that tells of Captain
Teal HERE.)
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was built in 1735. It was purchased in
1761 by John Boswell, who served as
proprietor until his death in 1788.
Political figures, including Thomas
Jefferson, Patrick Henry, and James
Madison frequented the tavern. For
some 150 years horseback riders were
served flagons of spirits through the
barred window. (Note: The porch is not
original to the building and was probably
added in the 1800’s.)

Tour Stop 4. Pendleton House,
Cuckoo Tavern, Jack Jouett monument—
US Route 33 (Mountain Road) at the
junction of Routes 522 and 643.
Tarleton rode up to this point at
about 9:30 p.m. on June 3, 1781 having
covered roughly 45 miles.

1. Cuckoo Tavern marker, 2. Cuckoo Pendleton home
marker, 3. Jack Jouett stone marker with plaque (between
two bushes)

The Pendleton home, Cuckoo. Built 1819

The Pendleton home, which is the
first thing you’ll see when you drive up,
was built in 1819 and was not there
when Tarleton arrived. It’s a private residence still owned by the same family
from the time it was
built. What was at
this site on June 3,
1781 was the Cuckoo Tavern, which no
longer stands. As the
story goes, a young
militia captain
named “Jack” Jouett
saw the British arrive
and realized (or overheard) where they
were headed. He
then discretely left
Cuckoo and raced
over trails and back roads to Monticello
and Charlottesville to warn Jefferson and
the legislature.

Revolution in 1926 and later moved to
its current location in 1968. The silhouette is the only known likeness of Jouett
painted during his lifetime by his son
Matthew H Jouett who became a noted
painter, famous for painting portraits of
Thomas Jefferson, George Rogers Clark,
Lafayette, and others.

Boswell’s Tavern

Boswell’s Tavern
Tour Stop 5. Boswell’s Tavern—
Louisa Road, Gordonsville
According to his memoirs, Tarleton
halted at 11:00 p.m. near Louisa Courthouse and remained on a “plentiful plantation” until 2:00 a.m. in the morning of
June 4. He resumed riding west (Louisa
Road, VA Rt 22) and before dawn he
captured and burned 12 wagons of supplies at or near Boswell's Tavern.
Boswell's Tavern is one of the most
complete mid-eighteenth century taverns
surviving in Virginia. The earliest section

Entrance of Boswell’s Tavern ca. 1970 showing original
barred window.

Jack Jouett stone marker with plaque and silhouette portrait
painted by Jouett’s son

Near the sign for Cuckoo Tavern is a
stone marker with a plaque that tells
Jouett’s story. It was dedicated by the
Jack Jouett, Virginia chapter of the National Society Daughters of the American

Jack Jouett’s actual route is unknown. The above map shows a likely route taken by Jouett in green with Tarleton’s more well
documented route shown in red.
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Boswell's Tavern was placed on the
National Register of Historic Places on
November 25, 1969 and is currently a
private residence.

Boswell’s Tavern common room, 2017

(CONTINUED…)

to detain the British long enough to allow
Jefferson and the legislators to escape.
Visitors to Castle Hill over the years
included George Washington, James
Madison, Andrew Jackson, Martin Van
Buren, and John Tyler. Thomas Jefferson
was one of Dr. Walker’s closest friends
and was a frequent visitor.
Castle Hill is a private residence
that cannot be seen from the road and
was not part of the tour.

Thomas Jefferson, Patrick Henry,
and James Madison would have relaxed
and talked politics in this very room.
Lafayette stayed at Boswell’s Tavern on June 12, 1781 (eight days after
Tarleton had passed through on his way
to Charlottesville) while moving southward to stop Cornwallis from destroying
colonial military stores in Albemarle
County.
Castle Hill plantation last sold in
January 2017 for $7,950,000

Boswell’s Tavern entryway

Proprietor’s living quarters, Boswell’s Tavern ca. 1970 and
today.

The proprietor’s residence, which is
to the right as you enter the building, has
noticeably less ornate woodwork on the
doors, trim, stairway, and mantlepiece
than in the public rooms.

Castle Hill
“Drive by” Castle Hill plantation —
6132 Gordonsville Rd, Keswick, VA
Tarleton stopped at the Castle Hill
plantation for food and a fresh mount
early in the morning of the 4th of June.
Dr. Thomas Walker and his wife Mildred,
“armed with an abundant breakfast and
plenty of Virginia hospitality”, were able
Boswell’s Tavern common room, ca. 1970
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At roughly the same time as Tarleton was at Castle Hill (about 4:30 a.m.
on June 4th) Jouett arrived at Monticello
where awoke Jefferson and several
prominent members of the legislature,
warning them of the British coming their
way.
After about a half hour to eat breakfast and refresh his horses, Tarleton
continued southwest along Gordonsville
Road to Louisa Road (Rt. 22) and then
the Three Notched Road near Shadwell.
In Maass’s book The Road to Yorktown,
he notes that Tarleton had hoped to
surprise the governor and assembly,
quoting Tarleton as saying he
“approached the Rivanna [River]...with
all possible expedition,” but his dragoons
found that the crossing of the river at
Secretary’s Ford below Pantops Mountain was blocked by Patriot militiamen
led by Captain John Martin. Tarleton
forded the river and attacked, routing the
militiamen. He then sent a patrol of Dragoons under Captain Kenneth McLeod to
ride up the winding road to Monticello to
(unsuccessfully) capture Jefferson while
the rest of his men to charged into the
town to apprehend the legislature and
destroy weapons, ammunition, equipment, stores, and tobacco, etc.

“The Farm”
Tour Stop 6. Colonel Nicholas Lewis
Home —East Jefferson Street, Charlottesville, VA
Probably between late afternoon
and sunset of June 4, Banastre Tarleton
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dence of classical design built by Thomas Jefferson’s slaves in 1826 after completing construction of the Academical
Village at the University of Virginia. The

“The Farm” Colonel Nicholas Lewis home, about 1927

rode to The Farm, the plantation of Colonel Nicholas Lewis who was a friend of
Thomas Jefferson and the uncle of Meriwether Lewis the explorer. The Farm was
1,000 acres between what was then the
eastern edge of Charlottesville and the
Rivanna River.
It became known as “The Farm”
because it was the one cleared area in a
virgin forest and built around 1770, possibly on the foundations or near the site
of the original house built in the 1740’s.

The kitchen building and slave quarters at The Farm, front
and rear, 2017

The building you see today is a
kitchen building. The original plantation
house no longer exists. Per Dr. Maass in
The Road to Yorktown, Tarleton and his
men used this kitchen house as his
headquarters the evening of the 4th.
Our tour group did not initially have
plans to tour the inside of this building,
which is a private residence. As we stood
in front of the house and Dr. Maass told
us its history, the home’s occupant introduced himself and offered to give us a
brief tour.
According to a plaque on the side of
the building, “Legend tells that Daniel
Boone was held prisoner in the coal
house.” While Dr. Maass described the
capture of Daniel Boone by Tarleton’s
forces in The Road to Yorktown, he did

John A.G. Davis house at “The Farm”, built 1826

Hearth of the kitchen house prior to renovations (top). Hearth
after 2000 (below). Note the bread oven to the right of the
main hearth. Hand prints, possibly of the slaves who built it,
are visible in the mortar.

note during the tour that there is some
question as to whether or not the story is
true.
Unlike Boswell’s Tavern, renovations of this building over the years have
not enhanced the historical aesthetics of
the structure. For instance, during a historical assessment for the National Register of Historic Places it mentions that
aluminum windows and doors were in-

house is 80 feet to the south of the Lewis House. In 1832, Davis acquired the
Lewis property and probably used the
structure as a summer kitchen and slave
quarters as indicated by the remnants of
a walkway between the two houses. Custer used this home as a headquarters in
March 1865. The house is a private residence and had not been built at the time
of Tarleton’s visit.

Tour’s End, then on to Monticello
After we said good-bye to Dr. Maass
and the other members of the tour David
and I visited downtown Charlottesville
before we headed back to our hotel. For
dinner we stopped at the Brasserie
Saison, which we would highly recommend if you happen to be in the area.

Hearth of the kitchen house at “The Farm” today showing
some wear and in need of a little TLC.

stalled in the 1950s as “improvements”.
Since 2000 the current owner has made
some updates including replacing the
deteriorated floor with late 1800’s vintage salvage wood from Rhode Island.
Unfortunately, some parts of the home
today appear to be a little worse for
wear.
Tarleton only spent one night at the
Lewis house. In the morning he left Charlottesville for Point of Fork.

Brasserie Saison in downtown Charlottesville

The next morning before we headed
home we decided to make the pilgrimage to Jefferson’s Monticello just south
of Charlottesville. Neither one of us had
been there before, so it was a real treat.

The John A.G. Davis House
Also at Tour Stop 6. next to the Colonel Nicholas Lewis Home —East Jefferson Street, Charlottesville, VA
The John A. G. Davis House at "The
Farm" in Charlottesville is a brick resi24

Dave at the new Monticello visitor’s center.
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Part of Jefferson’s garden with the foundation of a slave
cabin in the foreground and a small garden pavilion in the
upper right

(CONTINUED…)

The new Sally Hemings exhibit (opened in June 2018)

Monticello’s cemetary
Montalto overlooking Monticello
Monticello’s entry hall, filled with native American artifacts,
fossils, and artwork where Jefferson would receive guests.

Revolutionary War Kits
Thomas Jefferson
Artist Preservation Group
Material: Resin
Scale: 1:12

Queen’s Rangers Officer, Brandywine, 1777
FeR Miniatures
Sculptor: Oriol Quin
Material: Resin
Scale: 75mm

The Parlor, Monticello’s main social space for entertaining.

Officer of the 5th Virginia, circa 1780
Artist Preservation Group
Sculpted and painted: Jim Rice
Material: Resin
Scale: 75mm
Bust American Continental Infantry 1778
Ellie’s Miniatures

The reconstructed Hemings cabin, exterior (top) and interior

Sculptor: Carl Reid
Material: Resin
Scale: 1/9th

Officer Continental Army 1779
H&V – Heroes & Villains Miniatures
The Library, Jefferson’s private study.

Sculptor: Antonio Meseguer
Material: Resin
Scale: 54mm
Tarleton’s Legion Officer, Charleston, 1780
FeR Miniatures
Sculptor: Paul Deheleanu
Material: Resin
Scale: 1/12th
American Revolution Col. Banastre Tarleton, British Legion
Verlinden Productions

Monticello, rear view (top) and main entrance (bottom).

Walter Staib, an internationally known chef and the proprietor of the historic City Tavern in Philadelphia, became the first
chef to cook in Monticello’s restored kitchen for the PBS
show “A Taste of History” in 2009. Using Jefferson-era
recipes, Staib prepared four meals in the kitchen’s open
hearth. (The show is available on Amazon Prime.)
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Sculptor: Francois Verlinden
Material: Resin
Scale: 200mm
Note: This bust is still available on Ebay for
about $50
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Advertising Policy
The Dispatch does not accept paid
advertising; but will accept, without
obligation and on a “first come-first
served” + space available contingency,
business cards or ads for miniature, toy
soldier, plastic model and similar shows
submitted by NCMSS members of other
clubs, associations, or businesses that
the NCMSS has an association with.
Ads for shows must be submitted by
the 15th of the month for a show scheduled for the following month. Business
cards may be submitted for continuous
running, subject to space availability.
Members may also submit sale/want
ads as desired. Ads or business cards
in compliance with this policy and
printed in The Dispatch do not represent an official endorsement by the
NCMSS.; nor does NCMSS endorse
specific shows or vendors.
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